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Consider the neutral differential equation 
~[Y(r)+PY(t-T)]+qy(t-U)=O, _ 1210. (*) 
where p, 4, z, and g are real numbers. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the oscillation of (*) is that the characteristic equation I + pie-“’ + qe-“” = 0 has 
no real roots. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRoDwTI~N AND PRHJMINARIES 
Neutral differential equations (NDE) are differential equations in which 
the highest order derivative of the unknown function is evaluated both at 
the present state t and at one or more past or future states. 
In this paper we prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Consider the NDE 
where p, q, f, and cr are real numbers. Then a necessary and sufficient 
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condition for all solutions of Eq. (1) to oscillate is that the characteristic 
equation 
A+plePA’+qe-‘“=O (2) 
has no real roots. 
The special case of the above result where q, z, and c are positive 
constants was recently proved by Sficas and Stavroulakis [6]. Our proof of 
the general result is an adaptation of the clever proof in [6] and makes use 
of the following known results. 
LEMMA 1 [2]. Suppose that p # 0 and q # 0. Then y(t) satisfies the NDE 
( 1) if and onZy if y( t) satisfies the NDE 
f y(t)++(t-(--I)) +$y(t+-T))=o. 1 
LEMMA 2 [2,4]. Suppose that p = - 1 and qz > 0. Then every solution of 
Eq. (1) oscillates. 
Finally we make use of the fact that when p = 0 or T = 0, the Theorem is 
true and due to Tramov [9]. See also [.5]. 
The Theorem establishes the important fact that the oscillatory nature of 
the solutions of Eq. (1) is determined by the roots of the characteristic 
equation (2). This is in contrast to the stability nature of the solutions of 
Eq. (1). Snow [S] has shown, for example, that even though the charac- 
teristic roots of an NDE may all have negative real parts, it is still possible 
for some solutions to be unbounded. See also [7]. 
From the point of view of applications, NDDEs appear, for example, in 
problems dealing with networks containing lossless transmission lines. Such 
networks arise in high speed computers where the lossless transmission 
lines are used to interconnect switching circuits (see [l] and [3]). 
In the sequel, for convenience, when we write a functional inequality, we 
shall mean that it holds eventually, that is, for all suficiently large values of 
the argument t. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The proof of the necessity part of the Theorem is very brief. If it were 
false, the characteristic equation (2) would have a real root A, and 
therefore Eq. (1) would have the nonoscillatory solution 
y(t) = ebt. 
But this contradicts the hypothesis that every solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 
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The proof of the sufficiency part IS quite involved and will be divided 
into several cases. Here the assumption is that the characteristic equation 
(2) has no real roots. Set 
As F(0) = q it follows that q #O, and furthermore that there exists a 
positive number M such that for every 1 E R, 
and 
A+ple-"'+qeC""~M if q>O (3) 
A+pleC"+qeC""~ -A4 if q-co. (4) 
This is because F(I) must have the sign of q for all 3, E R, and furthermore, 
the maximum of F(A) exists if q > 0 and the minimum of F(I) exists if q < 0. 
When pz = 0, the Theorem reduces to a known result about nonneutral 
equations (see [S] ). Thus we will assume that pz # 0. 
If qz < 0 and p < 0 or if qz > 0, 0 < p, and q7 < 0, then it is easily seen 
that the characteristic equation (2) has a real root. On the other hand 
when qr > 0 and p = -1, it follows from Lemma 2 that every solution of 
Eq. (1) oscillates and so the Theorem, in this case, is true. 
On the basis of the above observations we need only prove the 
sufficiency part of the Theorem for all quadruplets (p, q, z, a) such 
that qt>O or p>O and qo>O, ~~(-00, -l)u(-l,O)u(O,co), 
qE(--a,O)u(O, co), z~(-co,O)u(O, co), and GE&!. These are the 16 
numbered blocks in the last three columns of the table 
4 T u p< -1 -1 <p<o O<P 
+ + + 1 2 3 
+ + 0 4 5 
+ + - 6 7 
+ - + 8 
- + - 9 
- - + 10 11 
- - 0 12 13 
- - - 14 15 16 
Using the (duality) Lemma 1 it is easily seen that 
blocks 4 and 6 are dual to block 15 
blocks 5 and 7 are dual to block 14 
blocks 10 and 12 are dual to block 2 
blocks 11 and 13 are dual to block 1 
block 8 is dual to block 3 
block 9 is dual to block 16. 
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Hence it suffices to consider only the cases corresponding to the blocks 
with numbers 1, 2, 3 and 14, 15, 16, which we group into the following two 
cases. 
Case 1. 
or 
P>O and q>O,t>O,o>O (5) 
P>O and 
or 
-l<p<O 
or 
Case 2. 
-1 <p<o 
p< -1 
or 
p< -1 
and 
and 
and 
and 
q<o,z<o,o<o 
q>o,z>o, o>o 
q < 0, z < 0, 0 < 0. 
q>o, t>o, a>0 
q < 0, z < 0, (r < 0. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Remark. It should be noted that 0 > t when (5) holds and o < r when 
(6) holds; otherwise, the characteristic equation (2) has a real root. 
Proof of the Sufficiency of the Theorem in Case 1. Assume for the sake 
of contradiction that Eq. (1) has an eventually positive solution y(t). Set 
and 
z,(t) = Y(t) + PY(f - z) 
z,(t)=.&-1(t)+ PZ,-I(t-~), n = 1, 2,.... 
Then, as it was established in [2], z,Jt) has the following properties: 
(i) zo(t) is eventually positive and (sgn q) zo(t) is a strictly decreas- 
ing function; 
(ii) &(t) + qy(t - a) = 0; 
(iii) i,(t)+pi,(t-z)+qz,(t-o)=O. 
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It follows, by induction, that for every n = 1, 2,..., 
z,(t) > 0, (sgn 4) &At) < 0, and i,(t) > 0, (11) 
i,(t)+qznp,(t-o)=O, (12) 
i,(f) + pi,( t - 5) + qz,( t - a) = 0. (13) 
Set 
A, = (120: (sgnq)i,(t)+Az,(t)~O}. 
Clearly A, is a subinterval of [w + and 0 E A,. 
The proof will be accomplished by showing that A, has the following 
contradictory properties: 
(a) A, is bounded above by a number A, which is independent of n. 
(b) There is a positive number ~1 independent of n such that 
LEA, =(A+p))EA.+,. 
For the proof of (a) we need the following two Lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. For any a > 0, 
if q>o 
and 
1 
zn-,(t--a)< (-q)aZ”(t+a) if q-co. 
(14) 
(15) 
ProojI By integrating (12) from t - c1 to t and using the fact that 
(sgn q) z,- i(t) is decreasing we get 
z,(t)-zz,(t-a)+qaz,-,(t-a)~0 if q>O 
and 
z,(t)-zz,(t-a)+qaz,-,(t--a--)20 if q < 0. 
Hence 
-z,(t-a)+qaz,_,(t-a)<0 if q>O 
and 
z,(t)+qaz,_,(t-a-o)>0 if q<O 
from which the result follows. 
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LEMMA 4. Let A and a be positive constants. Assume that u(t)> 0 
satisfies the delay inequality 
ti(t)+Au(t-a)50 (16) 
and assume that v(t) > 0 satisfies the advance inequality 
C(t)-Au(t+a)zO. 
Then 
u(t - a) < Bu(t) 
(17) 
(18) 
and 
v(t + a) < Bv( t), (19) 
4 
B= (aA)2’ 
Proof: By integrating (16) from t - (u/2) to t and also from t to 
t + (a/2) we find 
and 
Hence 
and 
+Aqu(t-a)60 
from which (18) follows. Similarly, integrating (17) from t - (a/2) to t and 
also from t to t + (a/2) we find 
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and 
u t+E 
( 1 2 
-u(t)-A;u(f+Ol)>O. 
Hence 
CYA 
u(t)>TU r+; 
( 1 
and 
0 t+E > ( ) 2 Jyr!(r+a) 
from which (19) follows. 
We are ready to establish (a). 
Assume that (5) holds. Then CT > r since the characteristic equation has 
no real roots. By using (13) and the fact that i,(t) is strictly increasing, we 
find 
or 
i,(t-z)+pi,(t-s)+qz,(t-a)<0 
i,(t)+ l +p n 4z (t-(o-T))<O. 
In view of (14) and (18) with a=cr--r, 
Hence, from (12), 
which proves that 1, = B/u. is an upper bound of A,, . 
Assume (6) holds. Here 0 <r, because otherwise, the characteristic 
equation has a real root. By using (13) and the fact that i,(t) is strictly 
increasing we find 
i,(t-T)+pi,(t-2)+qz,(t-o)>O 
4G9/126/2-4 
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in(t)+ 1 +p n 4 z (t + (7 - u)) > 0. 
From (15) and (19) with CI=~--cr we find 
1 B 
zn-l(t--a)< (-q)uZ”(f+?)< (-q)uz,(t). 
Thus (12) yields 
which proves that 1, = B/u is an upper bound of A,. 
Assume that (7) holds. Then, from (13) 
i,(t) + qz,( t - (T) < 0 
and in view of (14) and (18) with c1= C, 
Thus, from ( 12), 
which proves that 1, = B/a is an upper bound of A,,. 
Finally, assume that (8) holds. Then, from (13), 
i,(t) + qz,( t - a) > 0 
and in view of (15) and (19) with c1= -cr, 
1 B 
zn- I(t - a) < ( -q)( -a) z,(t + u) < --&z,(t). 
Therefore, from ( 12), 
O=i,(t)+qz”~,(t-cT)>i,(t)f~z.(t), 
which proves that 1, = B/( -u) is an upper bound of A,,. The proof of (a) 
is complete. 
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We will now prove (b). To this end, let 1 E A, and set 
4,(t) = e ,vsEY 4)lZ,( t). 
Then 
d,(t) = emn 4b [i,(t) + 4sgn 9) z,(t)l. 
Thus 
For any p > 0 we have 
Z~(sgnq)i,+,(t)+(l+~L)z,+l(t) 
= - (sgn q) qzn(t - 0) + (A + p) z,(t) + (A + p) pz,(t - z) 
=e -i.(sgn 4k[ _ 1 q 1 el(sgn Yb f?L(t - a) + (A+ II) &l(t) 
+ (A + d pe asgn qbn( t - t )]. 
In particular 
(5)=sZse-“[-qe”“+(A.+p)+(l+p)pe”]~,(t--a) 
(6)=sZ~e”‘[qe-i.“+(i+p)+(A+,u)pe-”’]~,(t-o) 
(7)*Zse -“[ -qe’O + (A + p) + (A + p) pe”] d,(t) 
and 
(8)=>15e”‘[qe-““+(i+p)+(A+p)pe-“’]d,(t). 
Using (3) or (4) as the case may be and choosing 
P= I 
M if (7) or (8) holds 
M 
1 + pe(sgn 4v.lT if (5) or (6) holds 
it is seen that I< 0 which proves that (A + /A) E A, + r . The proof of (b), and 
so the proof of the sufficiency of the Theorem in Case 1, has been proved. 
Proof of the Sufficiency of the Theorem in Case 2. Here we assume that 
(9) or (10) hold. If (9) holds, and in addition if cr < r, then the dual of 
Eq. (1) is an NDE with 
-1 <p<o, 4 < 0, z < 0, and CJ < 0, (20) 
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which has already been considered. If, on the other hand, (10) holds, and 
in addition if c > z, then the dual of Eq. (1) is an NDE with 
-1 <p<o, 0 < 9, T > 0, and a > 0, (21) 
which also has been considered. Thus we see that in order to prove the 
sufftciency part of the Theorem, it remains to consider the cases 
P< -1, 0 < 4, O<rsa (22) 
P< -1, q<o, asr<O. (23) 
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that Eq. (1) has an eventually 
positive solution y(t). Set 
z(t)= - Mt)+P.Y(t-~)l 
and 
u(t) = z(t) + q J”,;: y(s) ds. (24) 
Then v(t) has the following useful properties, which we gather together in 
LEMMA 5. 
(i) u(t)=z(t+a-r)), 
(ii) zj(t)=qy(t-z), 
(iii) ti(t)+pti(t-~)+qu(t-a)=O, 
(iv) v is eventually positive, monotonic, and 
(25) 
(26) 
lim v(t) = 
i 
0” 
if q>O 
I + co if q < 0. 
Proof. As usual, 
i(t) = qy(t - a), 
and so 
Hence 
z(t) = z(t,,) + q jr--O y(s) ds. 
co- 0 
v(t) = z(t) + q 1,‘:: Y(S) ds 
s 
l-7 
= Z(b) + 4 Y(S) ds tg ~ 0 
= z(t + a - T). 
(27) 
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The properties (25), (26), and (27) now follow immediately from the 
properties of z which were established in [2]. 
Set 
1 
u(t), n=O 
cl(t) = 
-Iu”~,(t)+~v.i(t-r)l+~~‘~‘a,,-,(s)dJ, n = 1, 2,.... I--b 
In view of Lemma 5, u,(t) is eventually positive and (sgn q) u,(t) is strictly 
increasing. Furthermore, for n = 1, 2 ,..., 
C,(t) = qo,- ,(t - t); 
and 
i,(t) + pd,( t - T) + qu,( t - fJ) = 0. 
Set 
A, = (l.20: - (sgn q) i,(t) + u,(t) SO}. 
Clearly A, is a subinterval of (w +. As in Case 1, the proof will be accom- 
plished by showing that ,4,, has the contradictory properties (a) and (b). 
Recall that 0 <z 5 0 if 0 <q, while c 2 z < 0 if q < 0. 
We shall first prove property (a). 
Thus we see that 
O<qJ’ u,(s-t)ds+p{f Ljn+,(s-T)dS 
t+i ffT 
54(-T) u,(t-T)+Pu,+I(t-r)-Pu,+,(t) 
r4(-T)u,(t-T)-Pu,+,(t). 
Hence 
or 
f%+,(t)< - 141 ITI u,(t-T), 
-Un+l(t)>Iql %(t-T). -‘;rl 
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o= -(wq)~n+,(t)+ I41 un(t-7) 
< -(wd4+,(~)+ j$ u,+,(t) ( ) 
and so 0 <A, = -p/l z 1 $,4, for n = 1, 2 ,.... 
We shall next prove property (b). First note that as u,(t) > 0, 
un+ 1(t) < - PuH(t - 7) + 4 J-‘,‘ u,(s) ds 
< -pv,(t-7)+q(o-s)o,(r-7) 
= - [p+q(z-a)] o,(t-7) 
or 
1 
-p+q(r-op+’ 
(f)<U,(f-7). 
Thus 
O= -(wq)~,+,W+lqI o&-7) 
> -(spnq)6.,,(1)+(p+~~~!~))u.+,(f) 
and so 0 -CA,, = - I q I/(p + q(7 - a)) E A,, ,, for n = 0, l,.... 
We are now ready to prove (b). Let 1 E A,, and set 
d,(t) = e -- 3sgn 4)’ u,(t). 
Then 
(j,(t) = e -J.(sgn Y)Z [4(f) - (sgn 4) h(t)1 
and so 
- (sgn 4) I,(f) 5 0. 
For any p 2 0, we have 
- (w 4) fin+ At) + (2 + 14 4, At) 
= - 141 u,(t-7)-(l+P) u,(t) 
-(~+~)P~.(‘-~)+Y(~+P)~~~_:u.(s)~s 
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= -14le a3”q)(t--r) (j,(t _ T) - (A + p) emg”Y)r (j”(f) 
- (A+ p) pei(sg”+T) fj,(t - T) 
+ q(A + p) It:: eLcsg” 9)s ds 
I 
1-r 
+ q(J + p) ,-A(%" 9b eA(%"9b ,j&) ds 
t--b 1 
< eJ4%" 9)f #,(t _ 7) [ - ) q ( e-'('g" 9)' 
- (3, + p) - (I + p) pe-"(sg"9)r 
+ 141 (J-+p) (e-4Sg”9)r 
1 
-e -A(sg” 9)o)l
= eA(Q" 9b #,(f - T) [ - ( q 1 e-i(sg" 9b _ j. _ p _ Ape-4w 9)r 
-we 
~ aen Yh + 1 q I e -J4%" 9h _ I q 1 e - aan Yb 
; p 141 ,-l(sgny)r P 191 ,-d(sgny)o 
1 2 1 
<e’(sgnq)r#n(f-~) [ -~-~pe-“(%n9)r- I41 e-A(sgny)o 
-we --I(sg”4)r f P 141 e 
-l.(sg”y)r 
3, 1 
Se 4%" 9b (j,( t _ T) 
[ 
-M + pe --(x3" Yh (y-P)] 
Se 4sg"9)'4n(t-5) -M+pe-mB"9)r 
[ (y-p)] 
= 0 if p = M/&Q(sg" qjr I41 
( > 
~ - p . 
0 
The proof of the Theorem is complete. 
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